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The crisis unfolds 
Global crisis reaches the region late…

March 2008



The crisis unfolds 
…but triggers sharp decline in Q4-2008

December 2008



The crisis unfolds 
…that deepens further in Q1-2009

March 2009



… with considerable variation, also across 
Russia’s regions

March 2009



This presentation will explain

• Why certain countries affected more than others
• Why we avoided an even worse crisis
• What we learned about transition
• What we learned about the two basic models 

And will

• Reassess transition progress and prospects



The crisis



• Deep, sudden and heterogeneous declines
• Sharp fall in external demand
• Sharp fall in exports from Q4-2008
• Capital inflows stopped or reversed

The crisis unfolds



Deep crisis, slow recovery

• Region’s output to fall by 6.3 per cent in 2009
• Double-digit declines expected in five countries 

(Armenia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Ukraine)
• Continuing credit crunch, bad debts, 

joblessness on the rise
• Slow, patchy recovery, but with considerable 

variation across countries



What made it so bad?

• Contraction of exports and cross-border lending 
- but not the whole story 

• High financing needs magnified impact
• Other financial channels (trade credit)
• Asset price fall undermined investor confidence
• Slowing domestic business cycles



Why did countries fare 
differently?

Exacerbating factors
• pre-crisis credit booms 
• external debt 
• export shocks 
• hard pegs 
Mitigating factors
• foreign bank presence 
• institutional quality
• FDI stock 



The good news: no “twin crises”
• Net capital outflows less sharp than in previous 

crises and other regions
• Macro vulnerabilities high, but financial 

systems comparatively sound
• Forceful, coordinated, comprehensive crisis 

response 



The crisis response



Crisis challenge: 
Systemic problem – systemic response



• Massive domestic support in western Europe
• Mature responses in central and eastern Europe
• Forceful, coordinated international support 

– IMF resources tripled to US$ 750 billion
– EU balance-of-payment support quadrupled to 

€50 billion
– G20: capital to multilateral development banks 
– Parent banks stayed in the game

Forceful crisis response



The Vienna Initiative: 
Coordinated and comprehensive response

• Coordinate with banks to maintain exposures
• Joint IFI support to bank groups 
• Home countries allow support of subsidiaries   
• Host countries provide liquidity equally to foreign 

and domestic owned banks



Two decades of 
transition and the crisis



Is transition itself in crisis?


 

How have market-oriented institutions performed?


 
Are development models still attractive?


 

What about the transition goals? 


 
How far away are the goals? 


 

Is transition process in crisis? 


 

Will crisis lead to anti-reform backlash?



The financial integration model



• Political, regulatory integration with EU
• Trade integration (particularly with EU)
• Financial integration

– Growing external assets and liabilities 
(via FDI and debt inflows)

– Growing role of EU banking groups

Development through integration 
(Baltic states, central and south-eastern Europe)



The four faces of 
financial integration

• Strong source of growth – not true elsewhere
• Channel of contagion in the crisis
• Source of vulnerability: fuelling credit booms, 

excessive debt, foreign currency lending
• Stabilising factor: foreign banks reduced outflows

Embrace financial integration, but manage 
speed of credit growth and FX exposures



Where is transition today and 
where is it going?



Transition: what it means today
From focus on reducing role of state, creating 
markets and private sector…

to 

markets’ need for supportive state and quality of 
state and private institutions

Crisis underlines the need to redefine, rather 
than to minimise, the role of state



Building sustainable local 
capital markets

• Restructuring the balance sheets of banks 
and companies

• Reducing bias towards foreign currency 
lending by effective regulation

• Developing supporting macroeconomic 
policies

• Encouraging banks to improve risk 
management procedures



The future of transition

• Reform momentum slowed – but few reversals
• Major re-think of the state role – but no talk of 

replacing the market system
• “Public” solutions may be popular for a while – but 

no anti-market backlash
• Political volatility will rise – but so far no drift to 

populism, no serious political unrest



Conclusions
• Worst crisis since the transitional recession
• Basic growth models severely tested
• Broad goals remain unchanged
• Lessons learnt

– Address downside of financial integration
– Diversify through further financial development and 

investment in human capital
– Redefine state role & emphasise institutional quality

• Extend transition agenda – not replace it
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